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Standard Model particles
masses
u,d: 10 MeV
s: 100 Mev
c: 1.5 GeV
b: 5 GeV
t: 170 GeV

masses
W: 80 GeV
Z: 91 GeV

masses
e: 0.5 MeV
mu: 100 MeV
tau: 1.77 GeV
nu’s: non-zero!
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The many roles of top

‣ The heaviest elementary particle so far, that’s already interesting

‣ Theoretically, a beautiful, shiny object

‣ so imperfections (of the Standard Model) easier to spot

‣ Gateway to physics above the 100 GeV scale (Higgs boson,..)

‣ Until recently, top was the most special particle, put on a 
pedestal
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But, things change.
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Top
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Still, top = matter of life and death for Higgs boson
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What heavy quarks taught us
‣ We learned much from Charm

‣ Consistent SM, cemented belief in 
QCD

‣ and from Bottom

‣ 3rd family, allows for CKM

‣ What will we learn from Top?

‣ Its the most expensive quark

‣ Interacts strongly with all forces 
(gauge+Higgs) in SM   
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Top mass generation in SM

�(x) = ei�i(x)⇥i

�
0

v + h(x)

⇥
Expanding scalar field doublet 
around the groundstate

yf [v + h(x)]�̄f�f = mf �̄f�f + yfh(x)�̄f�f

All SM masses are so generated, and have form:   coupling × v

Same couplings that determine masses determine interactions

Higgs boson field

Higgs-fermion-fermion interactionFermion mass term
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Other top SM couplings

‣ to W boson: flavor mixing, lefthanded

‣ gW  ∼ 0.45

‣ to Z boson: parity violating

‣ gZ  ∼ 0.14

‣ to photon: vectorlike, has charge 2/3

‣ et  ∼ 2/3

‣ to gluon: vectorlike, non-trivial in color

‣ gs ∼  1.12

‣ to Higgs: Yukawa type

‣ yt  ∼  1

gs
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Top physics: check structure and strength of all these couplings
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Top is special
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Why is top special? 1. Heavy
It is natural/unnatural (depending on your point of view)

(If natural, then all other fermions unnatural..)

This shows that the top interacts strongly with the Higgs(es). Perhaps 
top has a special role in the EWSB mechanism.

Large mass makes for a really short lifetime
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yt =
�

2mt

v
=
�

2173
246

� 0.99

� � 6.6� 10�25GeV s

�t �
GF m3

t

8�
�

2
|Vtb|2 � 1.4 GeV

�bottom = 10�12 s �� = 10�8 s �µ = 10�6 s

�hadronization = �/�QCD = 2� 10�24 s

Compare to other lifetimes

�top = �/�t = 5� 10�25 s

⌧talk = 103s

,s,dVtq
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Mass implications
‣ Top will decay before it hadronizes fully

‣ the only “bare”(=undressed by QCD) quark

‣ gives us access to its spin

‣ For QCD interactions of the top, the natural scale to put in the 
running QCD coupling is mt.

‣ good for perturbative approach

‣ (but not always good enough)

11
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Why is top special? 2. Noisy in loops
‣ Even if top is virtual, it makes itself loudly known 

‣ in a loop integral a fixed mass scale always occurs in the result 

‣ even more if there is no particle with (roughly) equal mass to compensate

‣ Express the W mass in terms of 3 fundamental weak parameter, with loop 
corrections
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Top predicted in advance, as “noise behind wall”

13

Now impressive consistency
between top, Higgs, W mass
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W and Top Mass

Impressive consistency of the SM

18 The global electroweak SM fit Roman Kogler

TOP2013 

Top Mass History 

June , 2013 G.Velev  4 

The top mass measurement was a huge success for Tevatron Physics! 
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The summary of EW data/ (up to 1995) is from: hep-ph/9704332 (Chris Quigg) 

1995 Discovery! 
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Top loop noise: no morals

‣ Good:

‣ new phenomena may occur

‣ more stringent test of Standard Model couplings

‣ loop effects sensitive to energy scales well beyond current 
collider energies

‣ Evil:

‣ new problems and questions may arise
‣ but even that is good
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Top loop trouble: naturalness

‣ Top is a trouble maker for the Standard Model, if one values natural 
values of parameters. 

‣ ‘t Hooft: parameter is naturally small if, when it is zero, a new symmetry 
emerges

‣ electron mass = 0:  chiral symmetry

‣ gauge coupling = 0:  gauge fields are free particles, separately conserved

‣ but scalar mass = 0, no extra symmetry

‣ Such symmetries “protect” the parameters

‣ corrections to the electron mass are multiplicative

‣ But the Higgs mass is unprotected, so corrections can be very large

‣ top is the worst culprit

15
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Top and naturalness

‣ Then for 10 TeV (e.g.) cutoff

‣ mtree must precisely compensate: fine-tuning, awkward
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Top and Supersymmetry

‣ One fix might be supersymmetry, predicting “scalar top” partner

‣ Top loop quadratic Higgs mass corrections cancelled by “stop” loop 
corrections, leaving

‣ fermions in loops always get a minus sign w.r.t. bosons

‣ makes dependence on cut-off logarithmic, which is acceptable/
natural
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Top and SUSY: troublemaker turns cooperative

‣ SUSY fixes trouble caused (mostly) by top

‣ Top also keeps SUSY alive via (top, stop) mt4 corrections on lightest 
Higgs

‣ otherwise the lightest Higgs could be no heavier than a Z boson

‣ giving about 130-140 GeV upper limit

‣ Top could even explain EW symmetry breaking, in SUSY model

18
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Figure 8.1: A contour map of the Higgs potential, for a typical case with tan ! ! " cot" ! 10.
The minimum of the potential is marked by +, and the contours are equally spaced equipotentials.
Oscillations along the shallow direction, with H0

u/H
0
d ! 10, correspond to the mass eigenstate h0, while

the orthogonal steeper direction corresponds to the mass eigenstate H0.

!(m2
h0) =

h0

t

+
h0

t̃

+ h0
t̃

Figure 8.2: Contributions to the MSSM lightest Higgs mass from top-quark and top-squark one-loop
diagrams. Incomplete cancellation, due to soft supersymmetry breaking, leads to a large positive
correction to m2

h0 in the limit of heavy top squarks.

basis and with masses m!t1 , m!t2 much greater than the top quark mass mt, one finds a large positive
one-loop radiative correction to eq. (8.1.20):

!(m2
h0) =

3

4#2
cos2" y2tm

2
t ln

"
m!t1m!t2/m

2
t

#
. (8.1.24)

This shows that mh0 can exceed the LEP bounds.
An alternative way to understand the size of the radiative correction to the h0 mass is to consider

an e"ective theory in which the heavy top squarks and top quark have been integrated out. The quartic
Higgs couplings in the low-energy e"ective theory get large positive contributions from the the one-loop
diagrams of fig. 8.3. This increases the steepness of the Higgs potential, and can be used to obtain the
same result for the enhanced h0 mass.

An interesting case, often referred to as the “decoupling limit”, occurs when mA0 # mZ . Then
mh0 can saturate the upper bounds just mentioned, with m2

h0 ! m2
Z cos2(2!)+ loop corrections. The

particles A0, H0, and H± will be much heavier and nearly degenerate, forming an isospin doublet that
decouples from su#ciently low-energy experiments. The angle " is very nearly !"#/2, and h0 has the
same couplings to quarks and leptons and electroweak gauge bosons as would the physical Higgs boson
of the ordinary Standard Model without supersymmetry. Indeed, model-building experiences have
shown that it is not uncommon for h0 to behave in a way nearly indistinguishable from a Standard
Model-like Higgs boson, even if mA0 is not too huge. However, it should be kept in mind that the

t t̃
t̃

t̃

Figure 8.3: Integrating out the top quark and top squarks yields large positive contributions to the
quartic Higgs coupling in the low-energy e"ective theory, especially from these one-loop diagrams.
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Figure 8.4: RG evolution of scalar and gaugino mass parameters in the MSSM with MSUGRA boundary
conditions imposed atQ0 = 2!1016 GeV. The parameter µ2+m2

Hu
runs negative, provoking electroweak

symmetry breaking.

family squarks and sleptons are nearly degenerate with those of the first family, and so are not shown.)
Variations in the model parameters have important and predictable e!ects. For example, taking larger
values of tan ! with other model parameters held fixed will usually tend to lower !b1 and !"1 masses
compared to those of the other sparticles. Taking larger m2

0 will tend to squeeze together the spectrum
of squarks and sleptons and move them all higher compared to the neutralinos, charginos and gluino.
This is illustrated in Figure 8.5(b), which has m2

0 " m2
1/2. [The MSUGRA parameters used to make

this graph were m1/2 = #A0 = 320 GeV, m0 = 3200 GeV, tan ! = 10, µ > 0.] In this model, the
heaviest chargino and neutralino are wino-like.

The third sample sketch, in fig. 8.5(c), is obtained from a typical minimal GMSB model, with
N5 = 1 [and boundary conditions as in eq. (7.7.21) with " = 150 TeV, tan ! = 15, and sign(µ)= + at
a scale Q0 = Mmess = 300 TeV for the illustration]. Here we see that the hierarchy between strongly
interacting sparticles and weakly interacting ones is quite large. Changing the messenger scale or "
does not reduce the relative splitting between squark and slepton masses, because there is no analog
of the universal m2

0 contribution here. Increasing the number of messenger fields tends to decrease the
squark and slepton masses relative to the gaugino masses, but still keeps the hierarchy between squark
and slepton masses intact. In the model shown, the LSP is the nearly massless gravitino and the NLSP
is a bino-like neutralino, but for larger number of messenger fields it could be either a stau, or else
co-NLSPs "̃1, ẽL, µ̃L, depending on the choice of tan !.

The fourth sample sketch, in fig. 8.5(d), is of a typical GMSB model with a non-minimal messenger
sector, N5 = 3 [and boundary conditions as in eq. (7.7.21) with " = 60 TeV, tan ! = 15, and sign(µ)= +
at a scale Q0 = Mmess = 120 TeV for the illustration]. Again the LSP is the nearly massless gravitino,
but this time the NLSP is the lightest stau. The heaviest superpartner is the gluino, and the heaviest
chargino and neutralino are wino-like.

It would be a mistake to rely too heavily on specific scenarios for the MSSM mass and mixing
spectrum, and the above illustrations are only a tiny fraction of the available possibilities. However,
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Why is top special? 3. Teaches new methods
‣ Methods:

‣ It was the first particle whose discovery and study has been due to 
Monte Carlo simulation programs

‣ VECBOS in 1994 - ... - ALPGEN now, many others

‣ How to deal with complex final states, with significant missing energy, 
and taggable particles

19

Top Susy
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Why is top special? 3. Teaches new methods

‣ Top is often a background, e.g. to
‣ New Physics 

‣ gg → H, qq → Hqq (H→ WW), SUSY, Little Higgs

‣ ttj and ttjj for ttH

‣ Itself 
‣ tt is background to single top

20
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Story so far

‣ Top ubiquitous in high-scale particle physics, central in the duels 
about the status of the Standard Model

‣ Top should be extra-sensitive to effects of New Physics, real or 
virtual

‣ Large mass, short life, easy access
‣ Next: 

‣ Visit important observables related to
‣ top pairs,  single top, mass, spin

‣ and provide some background to these

21
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Producing tops
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Producing top in hadron colliders
‣ “Doubles”: Can be done via strong interaction, in pairs. These are the LO 

diagrams

‣ “Singles”: Can be done via the weak interaction, singly.

‣ All these modes have now been seen 

23
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Top production: Tevatron and LHC

‣ Tevatron: top foundry

‣ about 70K top pairs produced, discovery (1995), first tests of 
properties

‣ LHC: top factory

‣ So far about 6M top pairs produced

‣ Next phase (> 2015) about 90M/year

24
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LO, NLO, etc

25

!̂(1)

!̂(2)

!̂(0)

q

Z e!

e+

q̄
Combine with PDF’s,
put in MC integrator,

apply cuts etc 

⇤ ⇥� ⌅

NNLO

NLO

LO

Cancel  IR poles 1/ε2    before
anything else

Calculate in D=4-2ε dimensions

⇤ ⇥� ⌅

1 loop 1 extra parton

⇤ ⇥� ⌅

2 loop
⇤ ⇥� ⌅⇤ ⇥� ⌅

1 loop + 
1 extra parton

2 extra partons

Cancel IR poles 1/ε4    etc before
anything else; hard!
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NLO: smaller scale uncertainty

26

Uncertainty

Customary scale variation

Uncertainty

‣ LO (if proportional to αs) is essentially unnormalized

‣ NLO becomes normalized, but its error is LO

‣ NNLO even better normalized, with NLO error
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All orders; soft gluon resummation

‣ Present status:   NNLL

‣ L = log(threshold condition)

⇥resum
=

n

�2
sC0

| {z }

LL,NLL

+�3
sC1

| {z }

NNLL

o

⇥

exp

h

Lg1(�sL)
| {z }

LL

+ g2(�sL)
| {z }

NLL

+�sg3(�sL)
| {z }

NNLL

+ . . .
i

Threshold

Coulomb

Moch, Vermaseren, Vogt; Mitov, Sterman, Sung
Ahrens Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang
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NNLO top cross section

‣ First NNLO calculation with initial hadrons and full 
color structure just completed

‣ One for the (QCD) history books

‣ A massive achievement..

‣ Tools:

‣ Highly involved computation and management of 
Feynman diagrams, Mellin-Barnes methods etc.

‣ At TOP2013 excitement of experimenters > theorists!!

28

Baernreuther, Fiedler, Mitov, Czakon
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NNLO top cross section

‣ Pay-off excellent [fame, fortune, convergence, agreement with data]

29

Baernreuther, Fiedler, Mitov, Czakon

Predic-ons$for$hadron$colliders$
MC,$Fiedler,$Mitov$`13$

NNLO$+$NNLL$

NNLO$

Perturba-ve$convergence$

15$

Concurrent$uncertain-es:$
$
Scales $ $ $~$3%$
pdf$(at$68%cl) $ $~$2V3%$
αS$(parametric) $~$1.5%$
mtop$(parametric) $~$3%$
$
Soa$gluon$resumma-on$makes$a$difference:$
$

$ $5% $ $V> $ $3%$
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Beautiful agreement at LHC

30

‣ More naturalness: 

‣ σtt(7 TeV) /  mt = 172.3/173.2 = 0.99

‣ σtt(8 TeV) / √2 x mt = 238/245 = 0.97
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Single top
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Single top production

‣ process is sensitive to different New Physics/channel (FCNC (t-
channel), W’ resonance (s-channel), non-4 fermion operators (Wt-
channel)

‣ It helpt determine (t-channel) the high-scale b-quark PDF

‣ It tests electroweak production of top, through left-handed coupling

‣ It allows measurement of  Vtb per channel. 

s-channel: 
timelike W

t-channel: 
spacelike W

Wt channel: real W
4 pb @  LHC7

62 pb @  LHC7

10 pb @  LHC7

32

Things you can do with single top production
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Theory vs expt. 

33

Cross Section Summary (t channel): LHC 

•  Good agreement with the SM in 7 and 8 TeV 
measurements. 

•  Recent LHC combination at 8 TeV with 5 fb-1. 
•  Measurement of charge ratio sensitive to u/d 

PDF ratio in the proton in complementary x 
range to W charge asymmetry measurements. 
 Precision still limited but it will improve.  

R. Gonzalez 

34 

LHC
works well 

so far

CMS: 6.0 sigma !
ATLAS: 4.2 sigmaSummer 2013 on Wt channel, seen!

t-channel

works well 
so far
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Single top in Wt mode meets tt..

• Serious interference with pair production (15 times bigger) (same problem in Ht) 

‣ In earlier calculations, subtract in calculation/cut on invariant mass

‣ Can one actually define this process?

‣ Yes: one can separate the resonant tt background, using cuts, and testing for 
interference

‣ Much recent work on proper description of production + decay

Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber, White

+ non-resonant diagrams

Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber, White
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Papanasthasiou,  
Cascioli, Kallweit, Maierhoefer, Pozzorini
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Top Mass
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Top mass

‣ Electron mass definition is“easy”: defined by pole in full propagator

‣ If particle momentum satisfies pole condition (p2=m2),  can propagate to ∞

‣ ⇒ there is no real ambiguity what electron “pole” mass is

‣ But: quarks are confined, so physical on-shell quarks cannot exist

‣ Leads to non-perturbative ambiguity of few hundred MeV

‣ (revealed by all-order pQCD!)

‣ Relevant questions

‣ How can we define the top quark mass best?

‣ Need good theoretical definition, and good exp. measurement

‣ Easier said than done..

36
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Heavy quark mass, definition(s)

Pole mass: pretend quarks are free and long-lived

=
1

/p�m0 � �(p, m0)

m0
�s

⇤

�1
⇥

+ finite stu�
�

Mass definitions differ in the choice of zfinite

m = m(µ)
�
1 + �s(µ)d1 + �2

s(µ)d2 + . . .
�

m0 = mR

�
1 +

�s

⇤

�1
⇥

+ zfinite

��
To make finite, substitute

MSbar mass: treat mass as a coupling 

One can translate between them, 
relation is known to 3 loops

m0 = m(µ)
�
1 +

�s

⇤

�1
⇥

��

1
/p�m0 � �(p, m0)

=
c

/p�m
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Top mass

38

LHC Summary 

I.C. Brock, P. Silva 

39 

Measured to well below 1% uncertainty
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What top mass is measured?

‣ What mass do hadron colliders determine?

‣ Pole mass? “Pythia” mass? 

‣ Typically the path from data to a value for m involves Pythia (or other 
MC) templates, generated with the Pythia mass parameter

‣ Many discussions, no universally accepted conclusion.

‣ Map from data to theory parameter via Pythia, templates, cuts, not so 
clear. Interpreted as pole mass.

‣ It matters numerically, two definitions can differ by 10-15 GeV

‣ It is also relevant for the fate of the universe

39
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The last of the mass problems?
‣ We thought we had solved it in the 17th century

‣ (i) resistance force and (ii) gravitational coupling

‣ New insight in 1905: condensed energy

‣ Non-trivial for proton

‣ Yet newer insight: coupling to condensate

‣ Finally

‣ Mass of confined particle? Conceptually solved, but practically subtle

40

I. Newton (1687)

A. Einstein (1905)

R, Brout, F. Englert, P. Higgs,  Kibble, 
Hagen, Guralnik  (1964 -2012)

K. Wilson; Durr et al (2008)
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‣ (i) resistance force and (ii) gravitational coupling

‣ New insight in 1905: condensed energy

‣ Non-trivial for proton

‣ Yet newer insight: coupling to condensate

‣ Finally

‣ Mass of confined particle? Conceptually solved, but practically subtle
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I. Newton (1687)

A. Einstein (1905)

R, Brout, F. Englert, P. Higgs,  Kibble, 
Hagen, Guralnik  (1964 -2012)

K. Wilson; Durr et al (2008)

Gravity holds 
universe together  

Does top make the 
universe fall apart? 
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State of the Vacuum 
‣ Top quark dominant in loop corrections that 

make the Higgs 4-pt coupling evolve. Full two-
loop analysis:

‣ Depends on precise top quark mass

‣ within 300 MeV or so

‣ No worries about universe

41
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Figure 2: Upper: RG evolution of � (left) and of �� (right) varying Mt, ↵3(MZ), Mh by
±3�. Lower: Same as above, with more “physical” normalisations. The Higgs quartic coupling
is compared with the top Yukawa and weak gauge coupling through the ratios sign(�)

p
4|�|/yt

and sign(�)
p

8|�|/g2, which correspond to the ratios of running masses mh/mt and mh/mW ,
respectively (left). The Higgs quartic �-function is shown in units of its top contribution, ��(top
contribution) = �3y4t /8⇡

2 (right). The grey shadings cover values of the RG scale above the
Planck mass MPl ⇡ 1.2⇥ 1019 GeV, and above the reduced Planck mass M̄Pl = MPl/

p
8⇡.
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Figure 3: Left: SM phase diagram in terms of Higgs and top pole masses. The plane is
divided into regions of absolute stability, meta-stability, instability of the SM vacuum, and non-
perturbativity of the Higgs quartic coupling. The top Yukawa coupling becomes non-perturbative
for Mt > 230 GeV. The dotted contour-lines show the instability scale ⇤I in GeV assuming
↵3(MZ) = 0.1184. Right: Zoom in the region of the preferred experimental range of Mh and Mt

(the grey areas denote the allowed region at 1, 2, and 3�). The three boundary lines correspond
to 1-� variations of ↵3(MZ) = 0.1184±0.0007, and the grading of the colours indicates the size
of the theoretical error.

The quantity �e↵ can be extracted from the e↵ective potential at two loops [107] and is explicitly
given in appendix C.

4.3 The SM phase diagram in terms of Higgs and top masses

The two most important parameters that determine the various EW phases of the SM are the
Higgs and top-quark masses. In fig. 3 we update the phase diagram given in ref. [4] with our
improved calculation of the evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling. The regions of stability,
metastability, and instability of the EW vacuum are shown both for a broad range of Mh and
Mt, and after zooming into the region corresponding to the measured values. The uncertainty
from ↵3 and from theoretical errors are indicated by the dashed lines and the colour shading
along the borders. Also shown are contour lines of the instability scale ⇤I .

As previously noticed in ref. [4], the measured values of Mh and Mt appear to be rather
special, in the sense that they place the SM vacuum in a near-critical condition, at the border
between stability and metastability. In the neighbourhood of the measured values of Mh and
Mt, the stability condition is well approximated by

Mh > 129.6GeV + 2.0(Mt � 173.35GeV)� 0.5GeV
↵3(MZ)� 0.1184

0.0007
± 0.3GeV . (59)

The quoted uncertainty comes only from higher order perturbative corrections. Other non-
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Buttazzo et al (July 2013)
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At the edge

‣ Universe on the edge, near critical could be 
attractor point in multiverse

‣ Example: sand dunes

‣ Slope of sand dunes always near “angle of 
repose”

‣ Competition between gravity collapse and wind 
build-up

42

Buttazzo et al (July 2013)
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Top spin
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Top “self-analyzes” its spin
‣ 100% correlation of charged lepton direction with 

top spin

‣ Top self-analyzes its spin

‣ Charged leptons easy to measure

‣ For spin-up top the polar angle distribution is

‣ It decays so fast, we only have to measure lepton 
direction and then know about top quark spin 
state

‣ direct view of structure of interaction! 

44
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completeness relation for the top quark spinors will now be u(⇤)
t ū(⇤)

t = 1
2 ( �pt +mt)(1 � �5 �St). Following

exactly the same steps the corresponding amplitude is

↵|M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2� = 64G2
f |Vtb|2

M4
w

(q2 �M2
w)

2 +M2
w�

2
w

mt|◆pē|(1� cos ⇥e+)(pb · pn) (2.19)

Summarizing this process and using a more general notation it follows that

• for t(⇥), the corresponding vector appearing in the squared amplitude is p̃(⇥)t ⌅ 1
2 (pt � mtS) and

↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2� ⌥ (1 + cos ⇥e+) and

• for t(⇤), the corresponding vector appearing in the squared amplitude is p̃(⇤)t ⌅ 1
2 (pt + mtS) and

↵|M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2� ⌥ (1� cos ⇥e+).

The top quark momentum is decomposed into a sum of two auxiliary momenta.

pt = p̃(⇥)t + p̃(⇤)t (2.20)

Using the definition of he covariant spin vector Sµ = (
|◆p|
m

,
E◆p

m|◆p| ), it is easy to check that it is normalized

such that SµSµ = �1. Therefore the introduced auxiliary momenta are massless. Furthermore in the

top quark rest frame, with pt(mt,0), the spatial parts of p̃(⇤)t and S are parallel, while the spatial parts

of p̃(⇥)t and S are antiparallel (fig. 7C).
Returning to the process in discussion (fig. 6), from equations (2.18), (2.19), one can derive the

normalized decay rate as a function of the angle ⇥.

1

�Total

d�(⇥)

d(cos ⇥e+)
=

↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�
↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�+ ↵|M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�

⌃ 1

�T

d�(⇥)

d(cos ⇥e+)
=

1

2
(1 + cos ⇥e+)

(2.21)

The degree of correlation of the decay product to the spin appears in equation (2.21) in the coe⌅cient of
the cos ⇥e+ . Therefore one can conclude that the angle of the emission of the charged lepton is maximally
correlated to the top quark spin. In other words, a plot of the normalized decay rate with respect to
cos ⇥e+ (eq. 2.21) would be a straight line with slope ⇥

4 . The preferred positron emission axis is the

spatial part of p̃(⇤)t (in this case cos ⇥e+ = 1 ⇧ maximum decay rate).
Using equation (2.17) and the corresponding one for top quark spin down, as well as equation (2.20),

one can derive the amplitude for the unpolarized semi leptonic top quark decay10.

↵|M |2� = 1

2

�
↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�+ ↵|M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�

⇥
=

=
1

2

⇤
128G2

f |Vtb|2
M4

w

(q2 �M2
w)

2 +M2
w�

2
w

⇧
(p̃(⇥)t · pē)(pb · pn) + (p̃(⇤)t · pē)(pb · pn)

⌃⌅
⌃

⌃ ↵|M |2� = 64G2
f |Vtb|2

M4
w

(q2 �M2
w)

2 +M2
w�

2
w

(pt · pē)(pb · pn) (2.22)

By comparing equations (2.7) and (2.22), it is clear that the top and c quark decay amplitudes di⇥er
only to the fact that in the top quark decay the intermediate boson W+ can be real, as expected.

One may notice that in both equations (2.21) and (2.22) the mixed terms in the total amplitude are
neglected. The accurate decomposition of the amplitude to spin up and down top quark is

↵|M |2� = 1

2

�
↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e) +M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�

⇥
=

1

2
{↵|M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�+ ↵|M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)|2�+

+ ↵M(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)M
�(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)�+ ↵M(t(⇤) ⇧ be+⇤e)M

�(t(⇥) ⇧ be+⇤e)�} (2.23)

10At this point one must average over initial spins.

d ln�f

d cos ⇥f
=

1
2
(1 + �f cos ⇥f )
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Top entanglement

‣ At LHC, tops in pair production are produced essentially unpolarized

‣ But they do have clear mutual spin correlation (entanglement)

‣ C depends on quantization axis, highest in helicity basis in zero momentum 
frame

‣ Chel = 0.326    (Cbeam  = -0.07)  for LHC(14)

‣ We can check this!

Bernreuther, Brandenburg, Fücker, Si, Uwer

d⇥

d cos �a cos �b
=

⇥

4
(1 + B1 cos �a + B2 cos �b � C cos �a cos �b)
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Kevin Kröninger – University of Göttingen

Top2013, Durbach,September 14-19 2013       Measurements of top-quark spin correlation, polarization, ...
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Top-quark spin and correlation

Observables

● Information about top-quark polarization and spin correlation from angular
distributions of the decay products

● Angle θ
i
 between momentum direction

of particle i in the (anti-)top-quark rest
frame and a reference axis, e.g., beam
(Tevatron) or helicity axis (LHC)

1


d

2


d cosid cos j
=

1

4
1BicosiB jcos jC cosicos j

Top-quark polarization Antitop-quark polarization Spin correlation

See presentation by Oliver Maria Kind
on single-top polarization
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Entangled tops

‣ Can test SM spin correlations in tt using invariant 
mass cut, and dilepton decay channel

‣ Visible through azimuthal distribution Δϕ of 
leptons in lab frame

Mahlon Parke

46

‣ CMS and ATLAS confirm no no-correlation

‣ So far in agreemet with SM

Kevin Kröninger – University of Göttingen

Top2013, Durbach,September 14-19 2013       Measurements of top-quark spin correlation, polarization, ...
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Spin correlation

New ATLAS preliminary results ATLAS-CONF-2013-101

NEW

Kevin Kröninger – University of Göttingen

Top2013, Durbach,September 14-19 2013       Measurements of top-quark spin correlation, polarization, ...
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Spin correlation

CMS preliminary results

● Dilepton selection with at least one
b-tag using 5.1 fb-1 data

● Template fit to ΔΦ distribution with
normalization parameters and fraction f
of events with spin correlation

● Results:

● Background subtraction and regularized
unfolding using SVD

● Results:

CMS PAS TOP-12-004

f=0.74±0.08 (stat)±0.24 (syst)

A=−0.097±0.015 (stat)±0.036 (syst)

Acc=−0.015±0.037 (stat)±0.055 (syst)
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Spin correlations for single top in MC@NLO

‣ Top is produced polarized by EW interaction

‣ 100% correlation between top spin and charged lepton direction

‣ Angle of lepton with appropriate axis is different per channel

Frixione, EL, Motylinski, Webber

Beam direction Hardest, non-b jet

Robust correlation in NLO event generation

θ
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Does everything then agree? Not quite..

‣ Study if top quarks and distibuted just as top 
antiquarks

‣ A small difference expected from QCD 
effects, 

‣ in QCD, proportional to SU(3)  dabc symbol

‣ It is another test of tt production

‣ Serious discrepancies in some measurements 
with SM

‣ More difficult to test at LHC

‣ Meaning? Here to stay? Not yet clear.

At(y) =
Nt(y)�Nt(y)
Nt(y) + Nt(y)
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Conclusions

‣ Top quark, even off its pedestal, is right in the middle of many issues in 
stress-testing the Standard Model

‣ With top-factory era coming on, expect significant expanded testing

‣ spin correlations, other complex final states

‣ determination of top Yukawa coupling?

‣ Theoretical directions

‣ precision! 

‣ Optimal top mass definition

‣ Role of top in near-criticality of SM

‣ no cause for alarm, but cause for interesting times ahead
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